A wireless bionic soft robotic fish using shape-memory alloy actuators
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ABSTRACT

In this study, we present the construction of a wireless bionic soft robotic fish that has a silicone tail and uses shape-memory alloys (SMAs) as actuators. Even though there have been a lot of recent advancements in the field of soft robotics, the use of SMAs as actuators for soft robots is still not something that is investigated very often. In the course of this research, we plan to work toward the creation of a realistic bionic fish robot that possesses a high level of mobility in the water, in addition to being light enough, strong enough, and flexible enough. The purpose of this study is to expound on the process of optimizing the morphologies of the fish body, as well as the optimization of the electromechanical behavior of the SMAs, in order to generate swimming motions in the fish. Our attention will be on the optimization of these two aspects. This report also outlines some preliminary but promising physical tests that were conducted to create a robotic fish with the similar shape.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen a surge in activity in the field of robotics research, which has led to the birth of several fascinating new concepts. Soft robots are made out of soft materials and are driven by electrically activated materials. Soft robots are typically inspired by the form of biological organisms. Soft robots have a number of benefits over traditional robots, including a risk-free connection between humans and machines, the capability of being implemented in wearable devices, and the capacity to manipulate objects in a straightforward yet adaptable manner [1]. Soft robots now in existence may be loosely classified into two distinct functional categories: motor robots, which have the ability to creep, crawl, and swim, and manipulator robots, which have the ability to grip items [2]. Saito et al. [3] produced a soft micromachine claw that can grab items with a mass that is up to 3 mg by utilizing a photosensitive ionic adhesive in his creation. Hara et al. [4] created a molecular robot that is capable of self-oscillation and is powered by the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction. Katzschmann et al. [5] demonstrated a soft-bodied, hydraulically-powered, autonomous robotic fish that was capable of continuous swimming in three dimensions. The root-like, steerable soft robot created by Naclerio et al. [6] is capable of controlling the lift and drag forces that occur underground, allowing it to dig through actual sand.

A wide range of soft robots have been fabricated by researchers making use of smart materials as actuators. Actuators for soft robots have been created using shape memory alloys (SMAs) [7]–[9], pneumatic artificial muscles (PAMs) [10]–[12], fluidic elastomer actuators (FEAs) [13]–[17], and ionic polymer-metal composites (IPMCs) [18]–[20]. Because of their quick reaction time, great deformability, and high-frequency
response [21], we believe that SMA wires are the appropriate material for use in the actuators of robots. In addition, since SMAs have a low driving voltage and a low energy consumption, it is possible to include a smaller battery into the robot due to these characteristics. SMA wires have been utilized by researchers so far in order to develop a wide variety of soft robots. An SMA-driven soft robot with three different motion modes was invented by Du et al. [22]. These modes include rolling, omega crawling, and vermiculation. Meshworm is a robot that was created by Seok et al. [23] that is designed to mimic the writhing movement of earthworms. It is operated by enclosing polymeric tubes with a grid of SMA wires. A significant amount of research has been put into the development of SMA-driven soft-bodied robotic fish. Wang et al. [24], [25] introduced a flexible biomimetic microrobot fish that was driven by its fins and had distinct SMA actuators. We created a swim motion simulator using a flexible silicone tail equipped with a straightforward SMA actuator mechanism and tested it at a number of different frequency levels [26]. We develop a concept for the construction of bionic fish based on natural fish, in which body and/or tail fin (BCF) propulsion and median and/or paired fin (MPF) propulsion are the two fundamental mechanisms for fish to swim in nature [27]. The BCF propulsion mode is straightforward and easy to understand, and it has the potential to deliver effective movement at increased speeds and acceleration rates [28]. On the basis of earlier research, we make an attempt to construct fish robots in order to explore the controllability of SMA wires when used as actuators for BCF propulsion.

In this study, we describe a bionic soft robotic fish that has a SMA fishtail and a very straightforward construction. The major purpose is to do an analysis of the electromechanical properties of SMA actuators that have a straightforward construction. The secondary goal is to find a solution to the problem of the offset in swimming trajectory that is caused by the imbalanced swing of the fishtail. We feel that our analysis, which is based on physical tests, gives fresh insights into SMA actuators and is valuable for future research in the field of soft robotics.

2. METHOD

2.1. Shape memory alloys and their characteristics

In recent years, shape memory alloys (SMAs), which are also known as form-memory alloys, have garnered a lot of attention as useful materials. They are being utilized in a variety of applications, including couplings, actuators, medical guide wires, and others, and they are potential candidates for enlarging the existing collections of smart materials [29]. Actuators for our bionic robotic fish are made out of BioMetal fiber (BMF) series SMA wires from BioMetal®, which we employ in our study. Due to the BMF’s solid internal structure, it is long-lasting and possesses operational properties that are consistent throughout time. The fact that it is relatively thin while yet being able to generate a significant amount of force makes it appropriate for use in microactuators.

Table 1 displays the parameters of the BMF75 that we utilized in our research. When an appropriate voltage is supplied to a SMA wire, the temperature of the wire rises, and the wire begins to compress at a temperature of roughly 70 degrees Celsius. The greatest possible shortening accounts for more than 5% of its whole length. After being de-energized, it immediately returns to its natural length and temperature, which is below 70 degrees Celsius. Because of this ability, we are able to cause the wire to contract, and at the same time, the wire may cause the tail made of silicone to bend in a certain way, which enables the fish to swim.

Here, we report on our attempt to construct a robotic fish and optimize the designs of a bionic soft robotic fish by introducing two types of robotic fish.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Features</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard diameter (mm)</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical force produced (load) (gf)</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical kinetic strain (%)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service life (times)</td>
<td>10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard drive current (mA)</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard drive voltage (V/m)</td>
<td>35.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard power (W/m)</td>
<td>4.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard resistance (Ω/m)</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile strength (kgf)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight density (mg/m)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Design and construction of the robot shell

As can be seen in Figure 1(a), the form of the bionic robot was derived from a scanned three-dimensional model of an actual fish [30], namely a regular salmon. Because biological fish are often
rather tiny, the robot's dimensions had to be increased by a factor of 3.125, taking them 14.5×21.2×88 mm (W×H×D) to 45.5×66.7×277 mm (W×H×D). After cutting off the fish's tail and leaving only the head and body, the fish's total measurements were 45.4, 66.2, and 149 mm, and its mass was calculated to be 52 grams. We had to cut off the model's tail in order to make the shell accommodate the silicone extension. The remaining body may be broken down into two sections: the front and the back. In order to create a mortise and tenon joint linking structure, the thickness of both pieces must be reduced from the interior to a shell thickness of three millimeters. In order to facilitate reassembly, each of the model's fins has been dismantled individually, and the construction of the model uses mortise and tenon joints. The 3D mold of the fish shell is shown in Figures 1(a) and (b), and the printed shell is shown in Figure 1(c).

Figure 1. A scanned 3D model of a genuine fish, including (a) a salmon 3D model, (b) a model of the fish shell as a 3D scan, and (c) a printed version of the shell

2.3. Structure and construction of the silicone tail actuator

The manufacturing of a silicone tail is the most complicated and vital issue because, after realigning the body/caudal fin (BCF) propulsion mode, the propulsion force is created by the tail activities. This implies that the fabrication of a silicone tail is the most important issue. In the prior research that we conducted [28], SMA wires were embedded into both sides of each of the elastomer material’s two faces. The size of the fish and the amount of mass it contained both increased as the robotic fish evolved. Due to the fact that the larger fish body demands a larger tail, two sets of SMA wires will not be adequate to drive the increased tail. Following the findings of our investigation, we revised the overall layout of the tail.

In the tail are installed a total of four SMA wires, two for each side. Figure 2 provides an illustration of the construction of the silicone tail. On side A are two wires colored red, and on side B are two wires colored black, as shown in Figure 2(a). Figure 2(b) shows side A has two wires colored red, and side B has two wires colored black. This study made use of the silicone gel known as Dragon Skin™ 10 MEDIUM, which was manufactured by Smooth-On. According to the findings of our earlier research [28], the shape of the tail fin, which is intended to improve the animal’s propulsion in the water, is shaped like a crescent. The fin is fashioned from a sheet of transparent ABS material that is 2 mm in thickness.

A simple enlargement makes the tail structure too heavy. Hence, we reduce the amount of silicone rubber by narrowing the width of the tail. With a tail length of 110 mm, an approximately 230 mm long SMA wire is used. We then calculate that the necessary driving voltage is approximately 16.5 volts. Side A and Side B are supplied with alternating square wave pulse currents, which are shown in Figure 2(c). By giving alternating pulse currents, the fishtail makes swimming motions left and right alternatively.

Figure 2. Structure of the silicone fishtail (a) 3D structure of the fishtail and (b) the PMW-controlled current
2.4. Microcontroller unit and battery

An Arduino Nano is used as the MCU, and a 433 MHz RF transmitter with a receiver kit is used for wireless communication, which is shown in Figure 3(a). An Arduino UNO is used to build a remote controller for the robot. Three small Li batteries with sizes of 45×10×39 mm are used for the power supply, as shown in Figure 3(b). In actual use, a full charge provides 7.8 to 8.4 volts per battery. Two batteries connected in series can provide 15.6 to 16.8 volts of power for powering the tail, which is enough to drive the SMA wires. The left battery is used for powering the MCU. Because the Arduino Nano allows an input voltage of 7 to 12 volts, we chose to power the tail and the controller separately. Additionally, three batteries work as a counterweight for the robot fish.

![Image of Arduino Nano and Li batteries](a) (b)

Figure 3. Inside parts of fish (a) MCU circuit board of the robotic fish and (b) three batteries set

2.5. Assembly of the bionic soft robotic fish

The following steps make up the assembly procedure for the robotic fish. Strong glue was used to adhere the fish body and fish tail together, and then silicone glue was used to seal the joint and make it watertight. As can be seen in Figure 4(a), the only components found within the body of the fish are the controller and the counterweight block. As can be seen in Figure 4(b), the batteries and the counterweight block are housed within the head of the fish. Figure 4(c) depicts the finished product of the robotic soft fish assembly.

![Image of assembled robotic fish](a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. Different views of the robotic fish: (a) interior of the robotic fish body, (b) interior of the robotic fish head, and (c) assembled bionic soft robotic fish
2.6. Control of fin flipping motion

According to the information provided before, the four SMA wires in the fishtail are split evenly between the left and right sides. The micro control unit (MCU) is responsible for regulating the voltage at the triode’s base, which in turn determines whether or not the fishtail current is allowed to flow. The two different sets of SMA wires receive electricity in alternating fashion. The current that is regulated by the PMW can be seen in Figure 5(a), and the circuit that the MCU uses can be seen in Figure 5(b). The MCU is composed of two primary components: the Arduino Nano IoT 33, which acts as a controller, and the triode C2001, which acts as a switch. Both of these components are known collectively as the MCU. A connection has been made between the A1 and A2 ports of the controller and the base of the triode. The output of ports A1 and A2 is either high (more than 0 volts) or low (5 volts). When the output of A1, A2 is low, the triode enters the as-of zone. This means that the collector and emitter are not conducting, and the diastolic condition of the fishtail SMA wires is not activated. The collector and emitter of the triode are conducting when the output of A1 and A2 is high. Additionally, the fishtail SMA wire is activated and constricted when this occurs, which causes the fishtail to bend.

The ratio of the amount of time that the fishtail swings to the left to the entire amount of time that each operational cycle lasts is what we mean when we talk about the flipping duty cycle, abbreviated as $D$. $PW$ refers to the amount of time that passes during one motion cycle during the left fishtail swing. The letter $T$ denotes the duration of a motion cycle. For instance, the period of a motion cycle $T$ is 500 milliseconds when the duration of the left fishtail swing in one motion cycle $PW$ is 250 milliseconds. The flipping duty cycle $D$ is equal to fifty percent when these conditions are met.

$$D = \frac{PW}{T} \times 100\%$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Figure 5. PMW controlled current and MCU circuit (a) PMW controlled current for driving SMA wires and (b) circuit diagram of MCU

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Experimental setup

Experiments are carried out to determine the fish’s swimming performance in the water as well as their capacity to do the fishtail swing. In the initial stage of the tail swinging experiment, a jig is constructed with the intention of holding the tail root. To open a bottle cap, a triangle-shaped aperture must be cut into it. The root of the tail is fastened to the triangular hole, and slow-motion photographs taken with a video camera at 240 frames per second are used to record the swinging motion of the tail. For the purpose of analysis, the movies that were collected are imported into Kinovea, which is a free and open-source video player specialized in sports analysis. Figure 6 depicts the testing platform in its entirety.

In the second experiment, a swimming pool with dimensions of 1500×600×2200 mm (W×H×D) filled with water 55 cm deep is prepared. A camera set on a tripod is placed at a height of 170 cm and captures the swimming behavior, as shown in Figure 7. The fish is quietly placed in the water, and it stays at a depth of 3 cm from the water’s surface. By sending the starting signal to the fish through infrared communication, the fish starts swimming, and the swimming behavior is recorded by a camera with a 4K resolution at 30 frames per second. The captured videos are loaded into Kinovea in order to do analysis on them. We put up positioning points across the experimental site in order for the analysis program to detect the size of the experimental site. This allows us to obtain more precise readings when measuring the speed of the fish.
3.2. Experiment for silicone tail swing amplitude test

As part of this experiment, both the status of the tail movement and the swing amplitude will be investigated. The driving voltages for the fishtails are equal to 14.8 volts. During the test, the waveform that is delivered to the fishtail is a square wave with a duty cycle of 50%. The waveforms that are supplied to the two sides are in opposing phases, which enables the fishtail to swing to the left and right, reciprocally.

Figure 8 provides a visual representation of the definition of the amplitude of the tail swing. Figure 9 depicts a graph showing the amplitude of the tail swing as a function of time at a frequency of 2 Hz. In addition, the fishtails greatest amplitude while swinging to the left and right was distinct from one another. After two seconds had passed, the highest amplitude of the swing to the right got stable at about 58 mm, whereas the maximum amplitude of the swing to the left became stabilized at approximately 24 mm. When compared to the amplitude of the left swing, the right swing has an amplitude that is roughly 34 mm larger. Figure 10(s) represents of the maximum tail swing amplitudes at various swing frequencies for both sides. The amplitude of the swing to the right is shown by the red line, while the amplitude of the swing to the left is represented by the green line. Figure 10(b) represents the overall tail swing amplitude at a variety of various frequencies.

Figure 8. Definition of the tail swing amplitude

Figure 9. Results of the tail swinging test (a) measurement result of the fishtail swinging amplitude at 2 Hz

Figure 10. Graphs showing the amplitude of the tail swing as a function of time at various frequencies
Figure 10. Results of the tail swinging test: (a) the maximum tail swing amplitude at different swing frequencies on both sides and (b) the total tail swing amplitude at different frequencies

3.3. Experiments for swimming ability evaluation

The basic motion test and the trajectory correction test during straight-line travel are the two sections that make up the underwater motion test of the robotic fish. Both of these tests are conducted underwater.

3.3.1. Basic linear motion test

In the fundamental motion test, we investigated the speed of the robotic fish swimming under varied flipping frequencies from 0.25 Hz to 3.0 Hz with 14.8 volts. Figure 11 depicts the outcome of this investigation. During the time spent swimming from one side of the pool to the other, the highest speed is represented by the red line, while the average speed is shown by the black line. According to the findings, the maximum and average speed rise with an increase in frequency beginning at 0.25 Hz and reaching their highest value at 2.5 Hz. After reaching their maximum value, the speed begins to decline with an increase in frequency beyond 2.5 Hz. The robotic fish's greatest speed was 187.7 millimeters per second at a frequency of 2.5 hertz, while its average speed was 163.2 millimeters per second.

Figure 11. Robotic fish speed at different flipping frequencies
3.3.2. Trajectory offset correction test

In this experiment, we sought to produce linear swimming motion by modifying the flipping duty cycle of the tail swing. This was done so that the tail would swing back and forth more often. Every one of the tests was run at a frequency of 2 Hz and a voltage of 14.8 volts. The fish motion trajectory is shifted to the right as a result of the fishtail's erratic swing, which leads it to swing unevenly. In the first experiment, we tested at a flipping duty cycle of fifty percent, and the trajectory of that test is depicted as the red line in Figure 12. The path of the motion is altered such that it now goes to the right. In the second experiment, we tested at a flipping duty cycle of 52.5%, and the trajectory that was produced as a result is depicted by the yellow line. The degree to which the motion trajectory was deflected was improved compared to the first test. In the third experiment, we tested at a flipping duty cycle of 55%, and the trajectory that was produced as a consequence is depicted by the black line. The course will take you almost directly ahead.

Figure 12. Swimming trajectories of the robotic fish with different flipping duty cycles. The flipping duty cycle of red line is 50%, yellow line is 52.5%, and black line is 55%

3.3.3. Steering motion test

In this section, we evaluated the robotic fish’s capacity to turn at a frequency of 2 hertz and a voltage of 14.8 volts using a variety of flipping duty cycles. The duty cycle of the pulse current on both sides caused the motion trajectory of the fish to bend to the right or left side, depending on which side it was on. In the same way that we evaluated the turning radius before, this time we checked the speed of movement at 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 60%, 70%, 80%, and 90% of the flipping duty cycle. Figure 13(a) depicts the findings of a study that compared the maximum and average speeds achieved at varying flipping duty cycles. The blue line represents the typical speed, while the red line illustrates the highest possible speed. The tendency of the bell curve may be seen by looking at the relationship between the average speed and the flipping duty cycle. This connection is based on the average speed. Figure 13(b) presents the outcomes of the turning radius calculations performed for a variety of flipping duty cycles. When the value is positive, the turn will be to the left, and when the value is negative, the turn will be to the right. When the flipping duty cycle is 10%, the smallest possible radius for a rightward turn is 138.3 mm, and when the flipping duty cycle is 90%, the smallest possible radius for a leftward turn is 143.2 mm.

Figure 13. Results of steering motion test (a) speed at different flipping duty cycles and (b) turning radius at different flipping duty cycles. A positive value indicates a left turn, a negative value indicates a right turn
4. CONCLUSION

In this work, the creation of a wireless bionic soft robotic fish was discussed. The fish had a silicone tail and a body shell that included a control circuit and a battery. SMA wire actuators were used to move the fish. The artificial fish swam in a behavior known as a BCF mode, which is frequently observed in real fish. On both sides of the silicone tail, SMA wires were inserted. These wires were utilized to drive the silicone tail, which enabled flexible fin flipping movement that imitated a genuine fish. A 3D scanned model of a real fish was used to generate the form of the shell, which in turn allowed the robotic fish to swim in a more realistic manner.

A number of different swim tests were carried out in order to validate the robotic fish’s ability to swim. The difficulty with the tail motions having varying amplitudes was created by the unequal swinging actions of the tail. The issue was effectively resolved once the flipping duty cycle was adjusted. The robotic fish was able to achieve an average swimming speed of 163.2 mm/s when the frequency was set to 2.5 Hz. In addition, the minimum radius for a right turn was 138.3 mm when the flipping duty cycle was 10%, while the minimum radius for a left turn was 143.2 mm when the flipping duty cycle was 90%. The swimming path followed something that was very close to a straight line because the duty cycle was set at 55%. Adjusting the flipping duty cycle for the SMA actuator control allowed us to accomplish straight-line propulsion in water despite the uneven swinging of the tail. This was made possible by the SMA.

The problem of varying amplitudes of tail swinging motion was created by the inherent nonsymmetric structure of the soft-silicone body, which was a result of the hand manufacture of the tail. This structure made it impossible to create a perfectly symmetric body for the tail. In the next research, we are going to implement machine learning in order to adaptively regulate the robot. We are doing this in the hopes that the learning algorithm will be able to automatically correct for the unpredictability of the swimming motion that is brought on by the asymmetry of the body.
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